RECRUITING YOUNG TALENT TO GOVERNMENT

In a field experiment (N = 7,267), we tested the impact of highlighting three different attributes of government work on motivation to join the government workforce through the Govern For America (GFA) fellowship. We found that framing the fellowship as an opportunity to change the system increased fellowship applications by nearly 50% compared to a message that framed it as a challenging professional opportunity, and by about 40% compared to a message that framed it as a chance to join a group of like-minded individuals. Very preliminary evidence suggests that recruitment messaging may also affect candidates’ perceptions of government work and workers. These findings demonstrate that the way in which government work is framed can meaningfully affect young people’s motivation to enter the government workforce.

The challenge

The federal government workforce is undergoing a significant demographic shift. While people under 34 years old comprise 34% of the private sector workforce, they make up only 25% of the total public sector workforce, and only 16% of the federal government workforce (Deloitte, 2015). In fact, within the federal government, there are twice as many workers over age 60 as there are under 30 (Partnership for Public Service, 2019). This shortage of younger workers not only reflects a major operational crisis for the public sector as older workers retire, but also suggests that a broader challenge exists in recruiting and retaining diverse talent in government.

While the potential consequences of the aging public sector workforce are well-documented, there is little empirical evidence on the effectiveness of specific recruitment strategies for attracting young and diverse talent into public sector jobs. One potential lever to encourage young people to work in government is greater investment in short-term early-career fellowship programs, such as Govern For America, the Presidential Management Fellowship Program, Coding it Forward, and others. However, just like for public sector jobs more broadly, research on effective methods of recruiting young people for these fellowship programs is lacking.
What we did

In partnership with Govern For America, we co-designed a pilot study to better understand how to motivate youth to pursue professional careers in the public sector. In a randomized controlled trial with 7,267 college students and recent graduates across the U.S., we evaluated how the framing of recruitment messages for the GFA fellowship program influenced application rates. From September to December 2020, prospective applicants received one of three recruitment emails:

1. **Challenge yourself:** This email emphasized that the GFA fellowship could help participants build critical skills through fast paced, challenging, and impactful work.

2. **Join the movement:** This email emphasized that participants in the GFA fellowship would join a group of like-minded people who believe in the power of government to have a positive impact.

3. **Change the system:** This email emphasized that GfA fellows could play a role in changing unfair systems and, thereby, have a large-scale impact.

All emails were of similar length, were sent by GFA, and included a link to the 2020 fellowship application site.

Our Findings

Overall 1.7% of candidates who received an email applied for the GfA fellowship. Candidates who were sent the “Change the system” message were more likely to apply for the fellowship than candidates who were sent one of the other two messages: 2.5% of candidates who were sent the “Change the system” message applied for the fellowship, compared to 1.7% of candidates who were sent the “Challenge yourself” message and 1.9% of candidates who were sent the “Join the movement” message—a 47% and 39% increase, respectively.
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The impact of the “Change the system” message on application rates was most pronounced among cisgender female, gender nonconforming, trans and non-binary applicants.

In addition, we asked candidates about their views on government work and workers, public service, and inequality. Preliminary evidence suggests that the recruitment message may have affected candidates’ perceptions of government workers and public service. Those applicants who were recruited through the “Change the System” message have more negative perceptions about government and government workers, although additional research is needed to fully understand this relationship.

**Next Steps**

As the public sector workforce ages, recruiting young talent is a top organizational and policy priority for many state, local, and federal government agencies. Understanding how recruitment messaging can affect young people's motivation to enter public service, and how these effects differ by population, is crucial for recruiting young talent to the public sector. These findings demonstrate that the way in which government work is framed can meaningfully affect the impact of recruitment messaging.

This research has implications for other early-career government fellowship programs, as well as public sector agencies more broadly. Future research should explore how the efficacy of recruitment messaging differs by both the demographics of the prospective applicant population, as well as by the type of opportunity (e.g., state versus federal government; fellowship vs. career public service).
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